


Note from the founder:

A ZUPER SUPER HELLO TO LEARNERS ACROSS 
THE GLOBE, We can't express our excitement at 
having you onboard as part of our Zuperly 
Community! Even though we have just started, but 
the love and interest we have received from you all 
as you've signed up for early access to our Products 
have  only made the goal of our movement

stronger than ever!! At the core level, we at Zuperly believe in 
building an interactive circle of like-minded people whom we 
ensure that when brought together and given the space to work 
towards productivity will directly shoot for the stars!! Ours is no 
rocket science, just giving you the space to grow, explore and 
progress into a lifetime of learning with us! And how do we do it?

Well, it's simple. We have ZUPER TOOLS for you, especially 
customized and well researched from reliable sources. Everything 
you need to develop into your ambitions is available in our digital 
library! In addition that, we would like to offer this e-book as a token 
of our love and regard for the faith you have shown in us! We 
promise to always provide you with the best content and resources. 
Your aspirations, Your ambitions, Your learning is OUR ultimate
goal.

Best,
Kapil Reddy
CEO & Founder,
Zuperly
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What is personalized learning?

Not all learners have the same capacity of understanding a 
concept or learning things in the same span of time as others. 
What schools and colleges forget is that everyone takes their own 
time to grasp a lesson.

Well, We thought 
you might be 
feeling that way 
which is why we 
wanna tell you 
about  personalized 
learning! Sounds 
somewhat like that 
personalized
playlist you get on 
Spotify, right?

You are kind of on 
the right path of 
guessing what 
Personalized 
learning is.
Let me elaborate 
on it a bit for you.

Hi, learners! Is the syllabus your school or college is following 
getting too hectic for you?
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Personalized learning is a more 
understandable approach to 
teach students. Students are 
evaluated on their interests and 
skills so that a learning plan can 
be devised to help them learn 
better. Guys, everyone is
competing, and it’s a hard space 
for you to excel when you are not 
being able to make learning a fun 
process.
Personalized learning helps 
remove the stigma attached to 
special learning for children who 
are a bit weak in certain sections 
of the syllabus. But how do these 
techniques work? Let’s read!
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School

Everyday 
LifeWho?

Anyone.
What?
Courses, 
mindfulness, 
and much 
more.

Where?
Doesn’t 
matter. You 
just need 
Internet.

When?
Anytime.

How?
With 
ZUPERLY.



To have a brief understanding of how personalized learning is 
different from the basic learning techniques used, let me give 
you an example. Suppose you walk into a store to buy a piece of 
clothing for yourself. You know your size, based on past 
experiences and measurements that you took before coming to 
the store.
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How is personalized learning 
different?

But as soon as you enter you see that only one size is available for
everyone. There are no variations and no way in which you can 

that is not your size and you are not comfortable in.



Now imagine the same thing happening to you in school. 

friends have to follow. It doesn’t matter if you take a lot more 
time solving a math problem than your best friend, you have to 

This is what personalized learning techniques will change. It will 
devise a plan according to your capacities, likings, skills and help 
you grow. After all, a plant needs the right amount of sunshine, 
water, and love to grow into a big tree!
Want to know how these techniques work? Read on!
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Partnerships with 
different platforms.

One to One 
Interaction

Rich, and self paced 
Curriculum

Learning Environments that 
adapt to student’s needs

Around the clock, 
anytime, anywhere 

access.



How do personalized learning 
techniques work?
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Guys! Everything sounds exciting, right? Well, it only gets better!
Personalized learning employs so many different methods to 
engage a student and help them. How? Let’s walk you through it.

You might be acquainted 
with report cards. They keep a 
track of your past assessment 
marks, new ones and give you 
an evaluation. This is a 
common process, very 
simple? Ain’t it?
Something similar is used by 
schools and colleges to keep 
a record of all the skills, needs. 
Motivations and goals. These 

Yes, they are like Facebook 

so many interesting memes 
to share! Haha! But it’s 

understand and learn things 
better.



A second technique is your educational institution curating a 
personalized learning program for you to excel in. These learning 
paths can be very useful and help you achieve your goals faster!

The last and fourth method is having an open classroom space.

explore the space. Spaces can be mind openers, help build 
free-thinking learners who are comfortable.
Sounds super cool, right? But how many people are actually 
using it?
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A third technique is also employed. In this, 
the students are asked to give regular 
assessments. These assessments help the 
teachers understand how much progress 
the learner is making and what might help 
them in a subject.



While it sounds like a fun approach, to begin with, there is a 
small twist to it.
Learners, personalized learning is very useful indeed. But often 
institutes do not like implementing them as teachers need 
more training to do this and it can be time-consuming.

But hey, we have good news too! Slowly different places have 
started to adopt personalized learning techniques to teach 
learners like you. It will help you balance out your weaknesses and 
strong points while making the process of learning super 
interesting!
Zuperly creates learning paths for students and implements 
personalized learning to help you get quality education 
effectively.
Is there any more reason to wait? Learn Superly with Zuperly!
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The good news in the 
making!

www.zuperly.com
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Lifelong self-learning is about you, let Zuperly assist you.

Zuperly is the simplest platform that helps you discover, organize, 
analyze, retain and improve your learning.

Follow Us
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